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On a mission ·

A new journey
Latina student chosen
for leadership program

PG A.J. Rompza working on game,
dieting in offseason -sEEsPoRrs,As

-SEE NEWS, A2

.)

Animals
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SGA candidacy rules may shift
Students would be verified with UCF ID digits, not NID
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
StaffWriter

Students looking to take
office may no longer need to
solicit NIDs from their classmates but rather the last
eight digits of their student
ID numbers to establish candidacy when running in Student Government Associati.on elections.
Early last week, new legislati.on was submitted to the
senate proposing to replace

:~

Boycott

NIDs as a means ofverifying
the authenticity of a student's signature on election
qualification
petitions
because SGA found that few
students knew their NIDs.
An NID, or Network ID,
is composed of the first two
letters of a student's first
name and a randomly generated six-digit number.
A PID, or Personal ID, is
composed of the first letter
of a student's first name and
a randomly generated

webcourses or anything;
they just go through
MyUCF. But you always
need your m:•
Instead of NIDs, some
students would put down
their unsolicited PID, a
.~.~ries of random numbers
or simply leave the spot

seven-digit number.
Student ID numbers are
the 16-digi.t numbers on student's UCF identification
cards.

"Using IDs will be so
much easier for students
than the NIDs," said Dan
Compte, the regional campus senate seat No. 1 and blank.
human resources manageIf a student provides
ment major. "I know so incorrect or irrelevant informany people who don't mation on the SGA candiknow their NID because
they don't need it to get on
PLEASE SEE PROPOSAL ON A4

FLORIDA GUBERNATORIAL ELECTIONS

Sink hopes to flOat

,.,

'I know so many
people who don't
know their NID
because they
don't need it ....
But you always
need your ID.'
-DANCOMPTE
REGIONAL CAMPUS
SENATOR SEAT NO. 1

Carpool
site gets
•
mgmr

June29
Newprogram
costs SGA $4.Sk
RACHEL MURPHY
Contributing Writer
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Breaking
news on
your cell

•
.,

Get U(f news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

\AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LEARN ABOUT
ANTIOXIDANTS
Meghan Murphy Van Camp,a
registered dietitian and
nutritionist, will be teaching
students about the importance of
antioxidants.The event will be
held today in the Rec and Wellness
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. and
free lunch will be served.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

TEEN KILLED IN
PARKING LOT FLEEING
FROM POLICE
Raheem Key, 15, was struck and
killed by a car in a shopping mall
parking lot while he was running
from police. Orange County
deputies said they attempted to
issue Raheem a warning.

WOMAN,61,STRIKES
2POLICE OFFICERS,
FACES CHARGES

"'

•
•

•

"'•

A61-year-old woman faces
several DUI charges after striking
two police officers in Miami. Both
officers were thrown into the air.
One officer suffered from head and
spinal cord injuries.

.

CFO sfuk siops by.Student Union
GRETHA MCCANDELE
Contributing Writer

Democratic candidate for Florida
governor Alex Sink celebrated her
birthday and the launch of"Vote 2010
Kick-Off with Alex Sink" Saturday at
the Cape Florida Ballroom in the Student Union.
"We need to save the 'change,' "
Sink said as she addressed about 50
volunteers who attended "The win is
in your hands, in your involvement."
The Vote 2010 Kick-Offwas one of
more than 60 events across Florida
and around the country that hoped to
reach 2008's first-ti.me voters, asking
them to vote again in November.
Organizing for America and the
College Democrats at UCF organized
the event The candidates addressed
volunteers before they headed out to
canvass the areas surrounding UCF.
Organizing for America's Florida
regional field organizer John Bivona
said he hoped the event would gath-

around," Sink saict
Democratic candidate for Florida
House of Representatives District 35
er the support from voters who Amy Mercado also spoke at the
helped elect President Barack
Obama to help elect Florida's Chief
PLEASE SEE COLLEGE ON A5
Financial Officer Alex Sink as the
state's next governor.
''We want to make sure to reengage first ti.me voters;• Bivona said
·~d, educating them about the
importance of coming to vote and
supporting candidates that support the president's agenda."
Sink, urged volunteers to
get all of the 2008 voters' support once again. According
to Sink, Florida needs a governor who can veto bad legislation, such as the proposed Senate Bill 6, which
would evaluate and pay
teachers based mainly on
students' test scores.
Sink said this bill doesn't
consider a teacher's experience
or advanced degrees in salaries.
"I'm bringing my . business
experience to turn this economy

New art degree programs start in all
ANTHONY SYROS
Contributing Writer
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JOE BURBANK/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Demoaatl~ gubematori,~ndidate and Florida CFO Alex Sink is briefed by City of Orlando emergency manager Manu~I Soto during a tour of the Orlando : · .
Opera~bns:'Center in Onando on May 21. Sink and other Democratic hopefuls for office spoke in the Cape Florida Ballroom at the Student Union on Saturday, when
she urged the students.and
,.,,. volunteers to make sure to go out and vote in November's election.

UCF will see the addition ofthe School ofVISUal Arts
and Design this coming fall semester.
A merger of the traditional art department and the
digital media programs has spawned the creation of a·
new school at UCF under the College of Arts and
Humanities.
The faculty from both departments have been working toward this goal for a few years. The merger was
approved by the board of trustees in October.
''These two departments have synergies that overlap,
particularly in animation. By merging the two, students
would be exposed to traditional and new media," said

Jack Lew, the director of collaborations for the Center
for Emerging Media and interim director for the School
of VISual Arts and Design.
The school combines traditional studio arts, design
and art history with emerging media concepts that are
the foundation of animation, game and interactive
design.
The new school will feature tracks that unite curricula from each school, such as emerging media and game
design.
According to the 201~2011 UCF course catalog, the
Bachelor of Design in Architecture was created to meet
the local need in Central Florida for an architecture proPLEASE SEE

ARCHITECTURE ON A7

The future of carpooling at UCF will depend on
social media starting June
29, according to an
announcement made by
Student
Government
Association Vice President
Taylor
Lochrane
on
Wednesday night
Zimride, a social-networking car pool program
based in Palo Alto, Calif.,
promises to help alleviate
campus congestion and
_packed parking garages at
UCF by connecting students with one another for
rides to campus, around
town or even weekend
trips home.
''The more vehicles we
can keep off campus and
out of the parking lot, the
better," Lochrane said "It's
not going to solve the problem, but it is going to help."
The
website,
zimride.ucf.edu, went live
Wednesday. It allows students, faculty and staff to
create a profile using their
PLEASE SEE UCF ON A3

ABOUT ZIMRIDE
WHAT IS ZIMRIDE?
Zimride is a simple way to find
friends,classmates and coworkers
going the same way you are.
Zimride empowers to create social,
sustainable and convenient
transportation.
WHYZIMRIDE?
Zimriding is afun way to get
where you need to go. Connect
with friends, reduce your carbon
footprint and save money.
WHY DOES IT WORK?

Focusing on college, university and
corporate communities to build
the critical mass of users necessary
to sustain Zimride as a reliable
form of transportation. The
approach leverages social trust
and hands-on marketing efforts to
deliver significant savings for
schools and corporations of various
sizes and commute profiles.
-WWWllMRIDE.COM
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News and notices for
the UCF community

LINK loot for Antioxidants
Join Meghan Murphy
Van Camp, RD, LD/N, for
lunch as she teaches students about antioxidants
and the importance of
them in your diet.
Health Services offers
you lunch during the
workshop. Receive 500
LINK Loqt points for
attending.
Hosted today from
12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the
Recreation and Wellness
Center's Classroom. Contact Health Services at
407-823-5841 for more
information or visit
www.hs.uc£edu/home.ht
ml
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Fuel your fitness with a
healthy snack

•

TM Studfflt Newspaperat I/CF since 1968.

Senior Jasmine Rosa, 20,will spend eight days in Washington, D.C., as pait of the Latinas Leaming to Lead summer youth program. The LLL is organized by the
National Hispana Leadership Institute.She will be in the nation's capital from Saturday until June 19.

Van Camp teaches you
how to eat the right foods
at the right time to make a
difference in your strength
and endurance.
A healthy snack and
500 LINK Loot points are
given out for attending on
Tuesday, from 10:00 a.m to
11 a.m.
Hosted by Health Services at the Rec & Wellness Center's Classroom.
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News.CFF@gmoilcom
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News Editor
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LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Orlando teen fleeing
deputies killed by truck
ORLANDO - Fifteenyear-old Raheem Key was
killed when he was struck
by a car after fleeing from
the sheriff's deputies.
Orange
County
deputies said they went to
a shopping center movie
theater after being called
about a trespasser.
Key ran when deputies
and mall security officers
attempted to issue him a
warning, the Florida Highway Patrol said.
Key died at an Orlando
Hospital. The FHP said
drugs were found on Key.

Woman, 61, drives into two
Miami police officers
MIAMI - A 61-yearold woman faces several
charges of driving under
the influence after striking
two Miami police officers.
Miami police said the
officers were investigating
a robbery early when they
were struck.
The
driver
was
released on $12,000 bond.

.- ASSOCIATEDPRESS
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•

Photo Editor

Emre Kellyx213

Senior accepted into prestigious program

Photv.CFF@gmailcom

D.C. on June 12 and stay until June 19. .through volunteering and her comDuring the eight day trip, the mitmenno helping develop disadyoung Latinas will meet several vantaged inner city youth in the
Jasmine Rosa, a 20-year-old sen- influential members of the Latin future," read a statement issued by
ior in the business administration community, including past fellows theNHLI.
program, was recently chosen from from the LLL program.
Rosa is involved with several
a large pool of applicants from
Each of the current fellows will UCF organiz.ations. She is currentfy
across the nation to participate in be assigned a mentor by the end of president of the multi-cultural
the National Hispana Leadership the program.
sorority Sigma Lambda Gamma,
They will also be given the vice president of UCF Circle K
Institute's Latinas Leaming to Lead
summer youth program.
opportunity to explore the nation's International, which is a community
The LLL program is designed to capitol and immers~ themselves in service based organization, member
help women of Hispanic origin gain the city's culture while learning of the Hispanic American Student
leadership positions in their com- about the important governmental Association and a member of the
munities, address the lack ofLatinas processes that take place there.
American Humanics' Student Assoin the political and corporate worlds
This will be Rosa's second trip to ciation
and prepare young Latinas to be D.C. Last year she completed an
''I think, for Jasmine, it's her passuccessful after college, according internship with the Congressional sion and dedication and her aoility
to the NHLI's wel;,site.
Hispanic Caucus Inst;iµ.ite.
to }:,e self-motivated that help her
'We'll be learning about leader"I interned for Congresswoman achieve opporttmines like this in
ship, like what makes a good leader, Linda Sanchez, she's the congress- hopes of giving back to female
and how we can become better woman from California," said Rosa. minorities in the future," said
''I worked really close wi$ her. I Oluwaseyi Aladeselu, UCF student
leaders and better role models:' said
got to learn everything yoµ need to and fellow member of SLG.
Rosa.
Rosa is keeping her eyes open for
'We'll be bringing back every- know about government, like how
thing we learn there to help get they make bills. I got to go to brief- more opportunities to get involved
other students, specifically Latinas, .ings where she would have meet- on campus and to raise awareness of
to pursue those higher roles in busi- ings with other senators and other issues affecting the Latin community both nationwide and at UCF.
nesses, government and non-prof- congress people," said Rosa. ·
The half Chinese, half Puerto _
The NHLI chooses 22 collegeits:'
The 22 chosen'fellows will attend aged Latinas annually to participate Rican student plans to work for a '
seminars and meetings ·each day in the LLL summer program. They non-profit Hispanic organization in
where they will be taught useful seek young women who possess the future.
"I really think people at UCF
skills for entering the work force, leadership qualities, are highly
such as resume building and inter- involved in their campus communi- need to know there's programs like
viewing skills.
· ty and are aware of issues in the this [LLL], especially ifLatin women
The LLL program will also pro- Latin community, according to their are reading this they can know there
vide options for life after college, website.
are programs like this and that there
including the names ofseveral grad"Jasmine Rosa exemplifies
are Hispanic students in the school
uate schools, Hispanic organiza- values NHLI fosters and she is an as well, because a lot of times we
tions, and volunteer organizations, example of the talented youth serv- don't get represented even though
including the Peace Corps.
ing our communities. She was cho- there are Hispanic students here,"
Rosa will arrive in Washington, sen for impacting her community · Rosa said.
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The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmail.com

Fax: 407-447-4556
Published by Knight Newspapers
11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, Fl32817

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Scattered thunderstorms

SCATTERW
T-STORMS
High:85°
Low:76°

from morning to afternoon. Winds
Wat 11 mph. Fifty percent chance
of rain.
Tonight: Evening thunderstorms,
with 60 percent chance of rain.

6£)

Tuesday

High:87°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:74°

0

Wednesday ·High:90°
MOSTLY SUNNY

Low:7S 0

One free copyof the (errtral Florida Future
pennitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased fromour office with
prior approval for $1each. Newspaper theft
is a aime. V'rolators may be subject to dv!l
and aiminal prosecution and/or
UniveM}' discipline.
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EMT TRAINING

•

CIAK

.,
•
•
TWO COURSES FOR 2010:

June 8th - July 9th
July 21st-August 20th
These courses will be held at the RTI training center at
12605 Challenger Pkwy, Sutie 160, Orlando, FL 32826

•

•
•

For mo re information visit

www.rescueI.com
(321) 235-8220

RESCUF- TRAINING INC

-

•
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UCF set for 2-year deal with car pool website
••

•
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Knights e-mail and link it
to their Facebook accounts.
Students can officially
begin using the free service
June 29.
From there, students
can enter their class schedules in hopes of pairing up
with another student who
shares a similar schedule
so that they may carpool to
campus.
While there is no fee for
the services, Lochrane said
students may opt to offer
drivers incentives such as
buying them a cup of coffee
or providing them with
money for gas.
The idea was presented
to the UCF Parking and
Transportation Advisory
Committee, of which
Lochrane is a member, six
months ago by Patricia
Euzent, an economics professor at UCF.
Krishna Singh, the
director of Parkjng and
Transportation Services at
UCF, has also worked

closely with Lochrane and
Euzent on the project.
The university signed a
two-year contract with
Zimride and will pay
$9,000 annually for the
services. According to
Lochrane, SGA will pay
$4,500 each year, and Parking and Transportation
Services will pay the rest
'We want to take baby
steps, this is a new program," he said
Lochrane recognizes
safety as the No. 1 concern
for students and said there
have been no reported incidents regarding safety
issues since Zimride's
launch in 2007.
"Safety is an issue, but
what it has shown at other
universities is that it hasn't
been an issue," he said.
"People are very excited,
and they use the program."
Lochrane advises that
students meet up before
carpooling to ensure safety.
Students will also be able
to rate drivers and leave
comments on the drivers'

profiles for other users to
read Also, only users with
working UCF e-mail
accounts will be able to
participate in the program.
According to Lochrane,
the program is taking off
around the country.
Zimride has been implemented at more than 40
U.S. universities, such as
University of
California at
Los Angeles,
Stanford, the
University of
Michigan and
Cornell, and it
has more than
350,000 users
nationwide.
'What I'm
hoping is that
the
students
who live on
campus connect
with one another," he said
Zimride aims
to combat carbon
dioxide
emissions around the
country through

its online match-up service.
According to the Environmental
Protection
Agency, driving personal
vehicles contributes to 20
percent of the overall CO2
emissions.
The website will monitor speed limits and travel

routes to show students
how much CO2 they are
emitting.
It will also alert students
of how many gallons of gas
it takes to get from place to
place and the total cost per
trip - as well as what they
are saving.

"This service provides
students the opportunity to
share
gas
mileage,"
Lochrane said ''This saves
money, because you don't
have to drive to campus
every day and can alternate
rides."

zifflride

There's so much in life worth celebrating: anniversaries, reunions, triumphs - big and small.
.Arid Walt Disney World~Resort makes it-easy for you to magnify those moments.
Just go ~o DisneysCelebrationCentral.com today and see what magic is waiting especially for Florida Residents.
Make this the year to dream big... wish hard ... and celebrate at the place where dreams come true.

'I

!ia"\
·wmt will you celebrate?
CVAcr't)fsNE"fWorld.
Where dream,, am,e

=

As to Disney properties/artwork: ©Disney
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New MTV show higblights the
CARLOS PINEDA

features a variety of companies searching for the
right people for the jobs.
In the midst of one of
A year and a half ago,
the toughest job markets producer Noah Scheinin U.S history, MTV Hired mann and his company,
brings optimism as it takes No Regrets Entertainment,
the viewer through a real were trying to come up
interview process.
with a concept for a show
But the new docu- during these difficult
series is not your typical times that dealt with jobs
reality production.
but also could be used as
Hired is not staged.
an inspirational message.
It is a new documen"I thought, it's really
tary series that follows difficult when people conyoung adults - particular- stantly see stories of how
ly those just recently grad- difficult it is out there and
uated from college how there are no jobs and
looking to land a job in the all these problems,"
real world.
Scheinmann said. "But
Airing Monday through where can we find someFriday at 4 p.m. on MT\T, thing where there are
each half-hour episode opportunities? Where can
provides the viewer a something be on there
glimpse into the interview with a message of optiprocess of a company mism?"
looking to hire a new
·s cheinmann embarked
employee.
on the show to bring the
The show message of opportunities
and optimism.
Editor-in-Chief

"It is interesting as
young people who are
graduating or just recently
out of college," Scheinmann said. ''Things are difficult out there, but this
economy, even more so
than ever, should influence
you into finding what you
love to do and going after
your passion."
Scheinmann went to
MTV News and Docs, a
department that takes
pride in doing shows that
are socially relevant and
looking at issues that
young people are facing
today.
"There is no greater
issue right now than jobs,"
Scheinmann said. "The
key element that MTV
wan:ted, which is the heart
of the show, is to maintain
that authenticity to it. This
show is not your typical
show where people are
cast to be on the show. It's
not a show where we as
producers are

doing the action.
"It's us completely
hands-free, hands off: during the process as we document real life."
Each episode has candidates looking for employment.
. According to Scheinmann, the show allows
viewers to see young people pursuing their dreams
and to root them on as
they hope to get the job at
the end of each episode.
Each episode shows
another company searching to fill a position with a
new employee.
When it came to keeping the show real, Scheinmann said every company
that is presented had to
already be hiring.
Each company was in
the process ofhiring for an
entry-level position.
Scheinmann s~d once
the companies were on
board with production,
they went about their normal process of hiring, such
as posting job listings,
looking through resumes
and finally making a decision as to who they wanted to bring in for an interview.
The company told the

•

'

•
}

!
r

•
applicants that they were
being filmed in this documentary series based
around an interview
proce~s.
'½.ll the applicants that
showed up for the · job
interview were filmed,"
Scheinmann said. 'We had
nothing to do with any of
the questions that were
given to them. It was all
whatever the employer
does in their normal hiring
process."
The element that is
introduced in every show,
Scheinmann said, is that

all the young people chosen by the employer to
meet with them first see a
recruiter or career coach i
to prepare them for their
big interview.
· In Hired, interviewing
for a job is a competition i
and Scheinmann has a
message to the public:
There is hope.
"There are ways to find ·
your dream job and why ,
not be able to watch a halfhour show that is entertaining but also gives you ·
that message of inspiration
at the end?"

Proposal to be read
through this week
FROM

Al

dates forms, such as a false
NID or their PID, the Elections Committee and student government advisers
have no way to verify the
signature and it is rendered
invalid.
To avoid this, SGA has
offered the alternative
solution in the hopes that
although most students do
not know their student ID
number, they should, as
mandated by the university, carry their UCF ID
cards with them.
"The student ID number is more convenient for
students;' said Josh Miller,
senate president pro tempore. "If they don't know it,
all they have to do is look at
their card. It's broken up
into four sections of four,
making it really easy to figure out the last eight numbers. All you do is just look
at the last two sets of four."
Miller is confident that
students will be willing to
take the time to stop and
find their ID before signing.

Then this might be the job for you. We
are an · Electronics wholesale ·company
who is seeking eager eBay sales reps.
You must be registered with eBay for a
minimum of 2 years and have at least
100 positive feedback.
Your feedbac~ m.ust also be 96-100%
positive to qualify for this position.

WWW.BIWAYWHOLESAl.EDISTBlfflON.COM

.WHOWALE

DISl1ltllU110N

No investment required

j

"Most students carry
their cards around;' Miller
said. ''From my experience
ofdoing this for three years
now, ifyou talk to students,
most will gladly take a second out of their time to get
the card and figure out the
number. They won't blow
me off. I had people who
would go and look up their
NID, which takes a lot
longer and requires a computer.''
Initially, when Miller
began looking into a
replacement for the NIDs,
he tried Pills and using
birth date with the last four
digits of the PID.
The Registrar's Office
rejected both ideas for
security reasons, finding
the PID and birth date
information too personal
to be given out
'We had to find a number that was not personally
identifiable, that wouldn't
allow someone to pull
another student's records
or get their information,"
said Shane Juntunen, a<;lviser to elections commission
and Office of Student

Involvement
associate
director of programming
and service.
The ID number does
not come with such security factors allowing it to be
used.
"Everyone has an ID,"
Miller said. ''You need
them for so many things: to
get a scantron, go to the
gym or the computer lab. It
just seemed like the best .
alternative:'
Before deciding on the
ID number, SGAran a brief
survey through its front
desk for two days asking all
students visiting the office
ifthey had their UCF ID on
them. Most said yes,
according to Juntunen
The new legislation
must be read through
before moving on to the
Election and Appointments Committee.
•
Miller expects the idea_·
to meet little opposition If
the senate and the president approve ofthe change
it should be passed in late
July by the end of summer
B and be in _effect for fall.
semester.

•
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College Democrats looking to inform voters

•
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event. She received loud
cheers and applause when
she said it was time to
"eliminate corruption" in

Tallahassee.

•

..

.
,

Loranne Ausley, a candidate for CFO, followed
Mercado.
She said the upcoming
elections are the time for
young voters to make their
voices heard
Ausley said she hopes to
turn our state around and
focus on the next generation and not the next election.
College
Democrats'
Director of Public Relations
Lindsey Wellington said the
event was significant for
two reasons.
One,
the
College
Democrats at UCF was
chosen to host the event
because it's the most active
of all the college Democrat
groups around the country.
Two, the event helped
inform young voters about
the candidates who are run-

ning for office and will be
representing them.
''It's important for [voters] to figure out what's
going on," Wellington said
'i\s much as they complain
about politics, it affects
their everyday life:·
Senior political science
major Julie Allen attended
the event not only because
she's a college democrat but
also to learn more about
Sink.
"People around the area
don't lmow much about
Alex, and they're asking me
questions and I would like
to give them educated
answers," Allen said. She
also added that it's important for young voters to get
involved and make their
voices heard in the upcoming elections.
"Eleven thousand voters
registered in 2008 and
voted for Obama," Allen
said 'We change the country. We turn Florida blue.
It's vital that we get
involved and spread the
JOHN RAOUX / ASSOCIATEDPRESS
word"
. In this archive photo, Florida Chief Financial Office Alex Sink, right, stands with her husband, Bill McBride at a rally during McBride's unsuccessful 2002 run for governor•
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UCF grad _to begin journey with Peace Co~
JESSICA MARTIN
Variety Editor

man, this step was the one
that caused the most anxi-

(.

ABOUT PEACE CORPS

ety and pain.

Jessica Schwendeman
will be stepping off a plane

soon in the Republic of
Niger, not as a tourist, but as
a volunteer for '27 months.
Schwendeman will be
joining the 7,671 current
volunteers and trainees
with the Peace Corps,
according to its website.
For Schwendeman, the
decision to join the Peace
Corps was an easy one. The
recent UCF grad knew for
years she wanted to serve
as a volunteer.
According to Schwendeman, she made the decision
to join the Corps one day
back when she was in middle school
"I knew all throughout
high school that it was a
goal that I was working
toward, and I started getting serious about it my
sophomore year ofcollege,"
Schwendeman said
She started the application process in September
2009 and found out June 1
that she would be going to
Niger, a country in western
Africa.
For her, the time
between applying and
being assigned a host country was short. That is not
always the case.
There are six steps to
the process beginning with
an application, which
includes two essays and
three letters of recommendation, and ending with a
preparation for departure.
In between is an interview,
a nomination to serve, a
medical review and an invitation to serve as Peace
Corps volunteer.
Each applicant must
also undergo a series of
physical, eye and dental
exams and must get any
dental or eye work needed
done and approved during
this time.
According to Schwende-

.
WHAT IS THE PEACE CORPS?
"One of the requireThe Peace Corps traces its roots
ments is that you have to
and mission to 1960,when then
get your wisdom teeth
pulled," she said ''Ifthere is
Sen.John F. Kennedy challenged
a possibility that they have
students at the University of
to be removed, you have to
Michigan to serve their country in
get them out before you
the cause of peace by living and
leave."
working in developing countries.
Schwendeman had her's
From that inspiration grew an
taken out during finals
agency ofthe federal government
week.
devoted to world peace and
The benefits can far outfriendship.
weigh the seemingly endless amounts of paperwork
Since that time, nearly 200,000
and doctors visits.
Peace Corps Volunteers have
According to Rachel
served in 139 host countries to
Mast, the recruitment offiwork on issues ranging from AIDS
cer for the Southeast
education to information
Regional Office, involvetechnology and environmental
ment in the Peace Corps
preservation.
stands out on a resume.
Volunteers learn skills that
-WWW.PEACECORPS.GOV
are very marketable for
when they return to the
states, Mast said
teaching cultural sensitiviThe Peace Corps also . ty, improving their lanoffers graduates a chance to guage skills and learning
further their educations how to design and implethrough the Master's Inter- ment useful and sustainnational program and the able projects.
Mast, who was a Peace
Fellows/USA program.
The Master's Interna- Corps volunteer from 2002
tional program offers grad- to 2005 in Panama, said the
uates the opportunity to most memorable part ofthe
serve for two years over- Peace Corps for her was
seas, receiving academic being able to live in another
credit toward their master's country and learn about the
degree.
people and their culture.
They then return to
As a volunteer, Mast's
school to finish their stud- in-country expenses were
ies, according to the Peace paidfor by the Peace Corps.
Corps website.
She received enough
Fellows/USA
takes money to live as the locals
place after volunteers did as well dental and medretumhome.
ical benefits.
Mast says her experiThey can receive scholarships, reduced tuition, ence was life-changing, a
paid· employment, health sentiment that is shared by
benefits, housing or living UCF staff member Robert
allowances, depending on Williams, the engineering
the program, at more than coordinator for co-ops and
40 schools in exchange for internships at the Office of
professional internships Experiential Learning.
helping underserved comWilliams served as a
munities in the U.S., community development
according to its website.
agent in Venezuela from
Volunteers in the Peace 1963 to 1965 as part of an
Corps undergo eight to 12 associate program with the
weeks of training aimed at Peace Corps called ·~on

c..
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COURTESY JESSICA SCHWENDEMAN

UCF graduate Jessica Schwendeman will soon leave for the Republic of Niger, where she will be avolunteer with the Peace Co,ps.

in Venezuela."
Williams said it was a
chance to broaden his horizons, gain a sense of selfworth and see how people
live in other countries.
"I found that the one and
a half years [there] was a
wonderful opportunity to
expand my horizons and
make a contribution to the
world, however small:'
Williams said
Schwendeman is looking forward° to having the

same feelings as she pre- · education, environment,
health and HIV/AIDS, and
pares to leave.
development,
'Tve never traveled, and youth
I wanted to go somewhere according to a May 24
new:· she said "I wanted an release.
According to the webexperience that I couldn't
get in America. You're liv- site, since its beginning in
ing at the level ofthe people 1961, nearly 200,000 Peace
who live there. You get to Corps Volunteers have
be a member of the com- served in 139 host countries
to work on issues ranging
munity:'
The Peace Corps is from AIDS education to
actively recruiting. to fill information technology
positions in six service sec- and environmental preser-;
tors: agriculture, business, vation.
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Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?

Grab your ceU phone.
.,

Select messages on your
main menu

Reply A to set alert.

Write a new text message, "UCFNEWS"
Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).
Reply A and begin receiving
news alerts about UCF!
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The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

.a Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS,
~0.1 to 44636. For. a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
*Carrier te~ messaging rates apply
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Architecture degree's structure excludes some
•
•

•

FROM

A1

their bachelor's degrees.
The program is offered
gram.
at UCF at the Valencia
In addition to the previ- West campus, located off of
ously existing and overlap- Kirkman Road in Orlando.
ping tracks, the school will
If architecture students
feature two new degrees: a choose to continue their
visual arts and emerging education, they will commedia
management plete another two years
degree, and an architecture with the University of
degree.
Florida, earning their masThe visual arts and ter's degree at the Center
emerging media manage- for Emerging Media locament_ program gives stu- tion in Downtown Orlandents a basic insight into do.
the creation of art and
One problem with the
media, but the focus will be new architecture program
more on preparing stu- is the exclusion of students
dents f9r a work environ- who spend their first two
ment centered around years of college at UCF.
emerging media and visual
Students who don't
art, Lew said
immediately decide to take
_ The architecture pro- on architecture as a major
gram will be a "two-plus- are forced to either transfer
two-plus-two" program, in to VCC or transfer to
which students will com- another school's architecplete an NAAB accredited ture program altogether.
architectural program.
"If I could go back in
They will complete two time, I'd go to Valencia, but
years, at Valencia Commu- I didn't know [architecnity College, earning their ture] was what I wanted to
associate's degree, then do until last fall," said Jack
two years at UCF to earn Danberg, a junior.

Danberg plans to enroll
in the architecture program at Florida Atlantic
University in the fall due to
the structure of UCF's
"two-plus-two-plus-two"
program.

Nevertheless, the school
will provide new opportu-

nities for both students and
faculty for creative collaboration between digital
media and the arts.
''What we're doing with
this interactive education is
reflective of what's happening in the industry,
where different disciplines
within the arts as well as
related fields of the arts
work together," Lew said
Courses will be held on
the main campus in the
VISual Arts Building, at the
Orlando Technical Center
in Research Park and in
Downtown Orlando at the
Center for Emerging
Media.
For more information,
visit the School of Visual
Arts and Design website,
svaducf:edu.

CFF ARCHIVE

The V"isual Arts Building, above, will be one of three locations to hold dasses for UCF's new School of Visual Arts and Design.
Courses will also be held at the Orlando Techinical Center in Research Park and the Center for Emerging Media downtown.
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NEW SMALL PLATES
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Taste around our

I

_menu of 30 items
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new small plates
from just $3

•

HOULIHAN'S
RES T AURAN T + BAR

9150 International Dr.
407.363.0043
2600 E. Colonial Dr.
407.894.3009
8520 W. lrlo Bronson Memorials Hwy.
407.809.0900 .
11 48 Universit y j3lvd.
407.770.6990
houlihans.com

2 FOR 1 DOMESTIC
DRAFTS, HOUSEWIN~
& WELL COCKTAILS

•

WILD MUSHROOM &
ARUGULA FLATBREAD

C2010 Hou lihan's Restaurants, Inc.
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owe o ptions.
Are the classes you need next semester full?
Need a class to graduate on time?
Consider taking it at a UCF Regional Cam.pus.
With classes in business, education, psychology and niore, UCF Regional Campuses offer
you 10 locations to choose from and class times that fit your schedule. To learn more,
contact an advisor at rcadvising@mail.ucf.edu.

regionalcampuses. ucf.edu
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HISTORY,STREAKWILL HAVE
TO WAIT FOR FIU'S WITTELS

ALLENLMN

CORAL GABLES- Rockin'Robin will
have to wait until next season, but
Florida International shortstop Garrett
Wittels can now identify a bit with
Joltin'Joe.
Wittels extended his hitting streak to
56 games on Saturday - the same
number ofJoe DiMaggio's major
league-record hit streak in 1941 - but
the Golden Panthers were eliminated
with a 15-9 lossto Dartmouth in the
NCAA Coral Gables Regional.
Wittels hit an RBI double in the first
inning, leaving him two games shy of
the Division Irecord set by Oklahoma
State's Robin Ventura in 1987. Wittels'
attempt to break the mark will resume
next season
"It definitely means alot;'Wittels
said. "Joe DiMaggio is one of the
greatest players of all time:'
Wittels went 3for 5and finished the
season with a.417 average and a FIU
season-record 100 hits. He broke the
previous school mark of 98 set by
Kenny Aderley in 1986.
"There are a couple of balls that I
have kept (during the streak),"Wittels
said. ''This is one I'm going to keep'.'
Wittels began the streak with a bunt
single in the Golden Panthers'seasonopening game against Maryland on
Feb.19.
"I've seen a lot of great things but
this is a streak of consistency;' FIU coach
Turtle Thomas said. '1ust imagine, this is
June 5th and he's gotten a hit every
game he's played. That's pretty strong."
FIU (36-25) failed to provide Wittels
another game to extend the streak this
season after squandering an earlyfourrun lead against Dartmouth.
Jason Brooks put Dartmouth (27-18)
ahead for good with a tie-breaking
grand slam in the sixth for a 12-8 lead.

:BASKETBALL . · ·

..:,

BY THE NUMBERS

StalfWriter

.,

3
Rompza finished in the top 75 in
the country in three categories: .
steals per game (2.6),assist-toturnover ratio (2.22) and assists per
game(4.6).

4
Once Jeffrey Jordan officially joins
the Knights, Rompza will be one of
four players hailing from Whitney
Young High School in Chicago on
the roster.
,"
still
·
,
turned in a subpar yearWith
31.5
a 15-17 record that
The
guard
averaged
more than 30
going 6-10 in conference
minutes
a
game
for
the
Knights in
play and getting ousted by
2009, good for tops on the team.
UTEP in the Conference
USAquarterf4lals.
.
~~1:liis year he's

•d.ed

"I

--

hungrj ' . '
'
Roml,'iZa.1$ detenruned to

improve~~ anq,ilias
been working furiously'&.tring the summer,in order tr;>
. ensure progress.
"I've been working out
pretty much. Monday
throughFriday. l already put
seven to eight pounds on,
and I want to p1,11: 15 on the
whol~ suihnie.r;" Rompza
said 'Tve beeiflifting every
~ and [I] shoot after practice fur ah hour. I'll come
back and work with one of
the ~ and do a
bunch of full-court drills
was.
and more shooting.
"I never gained weight,
"Every day I'm
doing a lot ofbas- and just by eating healthy, I
ketball and a lot feel so much better. You
of weight · knoW; you caq go longer
throughout the day and you
lifthave a lot more energy. I
could have started when the
basketball season started.
QUt I just wanted tn get used.
·1:0 it I've already seen a huge

..
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PLEASE SEE ROMPZA ON A9
Junior point guard AJ. Rompza is dieting and
working out every day trying to improve his
game to prepare for the 2010 season.

'10-TIME CHAMPION COACH
JOHN WOODEN DEAD AT 99

•
•
•
•

LOS ANGELES - John Wooden,.
college basketball's gentlemanly Wizard
of Westwood who built one of the
greatest dynasties in all ofsports at
UCLA and became one ofthe most
revered coaches ever, has died. He was
99.
The university said Wooden died
Friday night of natural causes at Ronald
Reagan UCLA Medical Center, where he
had been since May 26.
Wooden remained beloved by many
of hisformer players, severalof whom
visited him in recent days to say their
goodbyes.
Among them was Bill Walton, whose
voice caught as he spoke of the man he
hailed as a teacher first and a coach
second.
"He'sthe greatest;'Walton said the
night before Wooden's death.''We love
him'.'
Jamaal Wilkessaid he recognized
what he called"that littleglint"in
Wooden's pale blue eyes.
During hissecond visit Wednesday
night, Wilkesasked Wooden if he
recognized him.
"Hisglasses fogged up, and he had to
clean hisglasses;'Wilkessaid."He
looked at me and said, 'Iremember you,
now go sit down~'
LosAngeles Dodgers manager Joe
Torreand current UCLA coach Ben
Howland wef!! among Wooden'sfinal
visitors.
"I just enjoyed him and the twinkle in
hiseye;'Howland said, noting Wooden
told afew jokes from his hospital bed.
"I'mjust the steward ofthis program.
It'salways going to be his program."
Jim Harrick is the only coach in the
post-Wooden era at UCLA to win a
national championship. When the
Bruins reached the 1995 Rnal Four in
Seattle, Harrick repeatedly urged
Wooden to attend. He had stopped
going after hiswife died 10 years
earlier.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Women's soccer
.

'

Gators, Seminoles on slate for 2010
CARLOS PINEDA
Editor-in-Chief

KNIGHTS NOTES

The UCF women's soccer team released its
schedule for the 2010 season on Thursday.
The Knights open up
the regular season at home
against in-state foe No. 14
Florida on Aug. 22 at 7 p.m.
The Gators last visited
Orlando in 2005.
In their past five meetings, the record stands tied
at 2-2-l.
UCF finished the 2009
season with a 17-5-1 record,
were ranked 11th in RPI,
and the Knights advanced'
to the second round of the
NCAA Tournament for
the third consecutive season.
In 2010, the Knights
face a total of eight nonconference opponents,
including five that reached
the postseason last year.
In addition to facing the
Gators, they are set to take
on Florida State, which
was ranked No. 6 at the
end of last season, No. 29

REIS RETURNS
The junior goalkeeper allowed just
17 goals and had 82saves in 2009.

!t)

IN-STATE RIVALRIES RENEWED
The Knights will play both UF and
FSU in 2010. UCFwill host the
Gators on Aug. 22 and will travel to
play the Seminoles on Sept 12.
'?

TOURNAMENTTESTE.D
Ofthe eight non-conference
opponents the Knights will face in
2010,five ofthem made it to the
NCAA tournament last season.
HOME COOKING?
UCF will host the 2010 C-USA
tournament for the first time ever.
CAlnlN BUSH / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Junior goalie Aline Reis will be the team leader for the Knights in 2010 after UCF lost eight players to graduation last
season. Reis played in 19 games for the Knights last season and registered 82 saves and seven shutouts.

San Diego State, No. 32
Arizona State, Arizona,
Harvard, South Florida
and Virginia Commonwealth.
And to top it all off: the
Knights will play host to

the Conference USA Tournament ~t the end of the
season from Nov. 3-7.
It's the frrst time UCF
will host a conference
tournament 's ince 2001,
when the Atlantic Sun

Tournament was in Orlando.
UCF won the C-USA
regular season with a 10-10 record in league play and
is set to face East Carolina,
Marshall, Houston, Rice, ·

Tulsa and Southern Miss
at home. The Knights are
on the road against Memphis, UAB, Colorado College, and UfEP.
'½.s always, we really
look forward to testing
ourselves against the best
PLEASE SEE

'

.
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UCF ON A9
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Brown named to All-American teams
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

"
•

•

~

•

Add another accolade
to the historic seasons of
UCF baseball players
,Chris Duffy and Shane
Brown.
The pair of seniors
were
both
named
Louisville Slugger AllAmericans on Thursday,
becoming the eighth and
ninth All-Americans in
UCF baseball Division I
history, dating back to 1985.
The last time a Knight
was selected as an AllAmerican was back in
2004 when pitchers Matt
Fox and Kyle Bono were
given the honor:
UCF was one of five
teams in the nation to have
two players selected, joining Arizona State, Cal State
Fullerton, Tennessee Tech
and New Mexico.
Duffy, who was named
to the second team, finished the season with 21
home runs, setting the
school record, to go along
with 81 RBI. He set a CUSA and UCF record with
a .447 batting average.
Brown, who was named
to - the third team, had

another successful season
in a Knight uniform in
2010, hitting .428 with a
.541 on-base percentage.
Brown's successful senior campaign etched his
name in the record books,
as he hit at least .340 and
drove in at least 43 RBI in
each of his final three seasons.

The 2010 class also·was
ranked fourth among Conference USA with top talent
Members of the new
recruiting class include
Katie Tatum, Marie Reiterova, Roxy Mendez, Allison Rinderknect, KayeAlese Green and Rachel
Vukson.

Volleyball

Men's soccer

Known for his recruiting skills, UCF volleyball
head coach Todd Dagenais
once again was honored
for bringing top talent to
UCF.
.
Dagenais' 2010 recruiting class was recently recognized by . Prepvolleyball.com as one of the top
100 recruiting classes in
the nation.
It's the first time the
program has been mentioned by the site.
"It is an honor to be
mentioned on the 2010
recruiting rankings list,"
Dagenais said in a release.
"While it is always nice to
be recognized, especially
for the first time, the true
measure of a recruiting
class is in the final results,
not their initial ranking."

The UCF men's soccer
team will play 17 games in
2010 - seven at home and will play three games
against NCAA Tournament teams, according to
the new schedule that was
released Friday.
The Knights will open
the season with back-toback home games on Sept.
1 and Sept. 6 against Jacksonville and Florida
Atlantic, respectively, but
will have just five more
games at home during the
final 15 games of the season.
The Knights will play
1.JNC Wtlmington, Stetson
and C-USA rival Tulsa
during the regular season.
All three teams went to
the NCAA Tournament
last season.

UCF looking for
first C-USA title
FROM

AB

teams in the country," UCF
head coach Amanda
Cromwell said in a release.
"Our ·
non-conference
schedule last year was the
second-toughest in the
country, and this year
should be equally competitive. We have seven CUSA home games and the
ability to host the C-USA
Tournament is huge.
Avoiding travel after a long
season is definitely an
advantage.
''The road trips to Memphis, UAB, Colorado College and UTEP are always
very challenging. All four
teams are extremely competitive and the altitude
comes into play as well
against the [Colorado Col• lege] Tigers and Miners. In
the past, we've had successful trips otit. there, and we
hope we can do the same
this season."
UCF heads to Tucson,
Ariz., early in the season on
the weekend of Sept. 17,
playing in the Arizona
Tournament, in which it

will face two members of
the Pac 10: Arizona and Arizona State.
The Knights are looking
for their first Conference
USA tournament title after
falling short on several
occasions.
UCF looks to continue
its success this year without six departing seniors
that contributed in 2009,
including
goalkeeper
Lynzee Lee, who started
five games and allowed
three goals.
Departed
forwards
Courtney Whidden and
Yvonne George combined
for 14 of the 43 goals scored
by the Knights last season.
Midfielder
Becca
Thomas tallied six goals
and eight assists, and
defenders Emily Maynard
and Nikki Moore kept the
back line on guard.
Junior goalkeeper Aline
Reis returns to the pipes
this upcoming season after
starting in 18 games in 2009.
The Brazilian keeper made
82 saves and allowed 17
goals, an average of about
one goal per game.

CFFARCHIVE

Chris Duffy was named a Louisville Slugger All-American on Thursday, making himthe ninth Knight in UCF history to be
given the honor. The senior hit 21 home runs in 2010 to go along with a school-1ecord 81 runs batted in.

Rompza ready to step up, lead
FROM

A8

difference."
Rompza is really pushing himself: especially after
suffering from a seizure
early last month.
He was released from
the hospital days later and
is now fully recovered.
"They thought something was wrong with my
heart, so they did CAT
scans and all that stuff,"
Rompza said. "There was
nothing wrong, and they
said it was better than normal. The doctors said it
was probably just a onetime thing."
Along with a strong
work-out plan and a
refined diet, Rompza has
been employing his Twitter account recently to
hype up the upcoming season.
He said it's a great way
to connect with fans and
get them excited about
UCF basketball.
''I definitely use it to
interact with my fans," he
· said. ''There's a lot of people that look at that stuff,
and i'll let them know ifrm
going to do something with
the team or if I am going to
work out. I think fans like

"Expectations are very
high," Rompza said. "I
mean, you have p retty
much everyone returning
and you have a bunch of
great guys coming in. If
you don't set the bar high
as possible, then you're
not going to exceed expectations.
"There are not too
many college teams that
are here for the whole
summer, working out
every day, and improving
GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
their games, so that is realAleader on and off the court, Rompza was key in helping motivate former
ly important."
Knight Jakub Kusmieruk and other players in working hard on the court.
And with Rompza
stuff like that. It prepares want to be the leader ofthe making huge strides in his
team, and I want people to game as well as finnly takthem for the season."
With two years of expe- follow me. When things ing over the reins, UCF
. 'nence- behind
him, don'f go right, I want it to could really be a force.
Rompza will do everyRompza knows it's time to be put on me, because I just
thing in his power to see
step up and be a leader on think it's that time.''
· With all the advance- his team succeed, and he
and off the court
"I am junior now, so rm ments that Rompza has thinks the Knights benefit
putting everything on my made in his game and with greatly from the chemshoulders,"
he
said. all the development he has istry they have b oth off
''Because my freshman and seen, the guard has high and on the court
"I think the most
sophomore year, I wanted expectations for next seaimportant thing is that we
it on my shoulders, but I son.
In addition, the Knights hang out with each other
don't think I really knew
how to deal with it I tried benefit from having almost constantly, because when
to ·lead, but it's just that their entire core returning, you have chemistry not
thing people look at you as another stro:p.g recruiting just on the court, but also
a freshman and you need to class, some big-name trans- off the court, it's huge," he
fers and a well-known new said. "It's just going to
learn first
"I want everything on head coach in Donnie make things on the court
that much easier."
my shoulders this year. I Jones.

Programs for Working Adults

Master of Business Administration
{M.B.A.)
Master of Health Administration
{M.H.A.)
• Counseling • Finance
• Human Resources Development
•Human Resources Management
, • Information Technology Management
• International Business
• Management & Leadership
• Marketing

11651 University Boulevard
407-513-9000

No GRE or GMAT
• Classes meet once per week

ResldencelnnUCF.com

, 99 Fully Equipped Suites

Start Yo.ur Masters-t!Jegree this Fall/

•Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet

Fafl Tenn--s Begja August t6 or Octotser f!fl.

•Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 6:00pm-7:30pm

• Daily Housekeeping Service
•Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi &Sportscourt
•High Speed Internet Access

-.ebster

UNWE SITY
North Orlando
Sanlando Center• 407-869-8 111
South Orlando
Westwood Corporate Center• 407-345-1139
1-888-302-811 1 • webster.edu/orlando
Business and Management programs are ACBSP accredited,
Webster University is accredit ed by The Hig her Learning Commission and is a member of the
North Central Association, 312-263-0456, www.ncahlc.org.
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Bankruptcy is
not the answer
W

who took out student loans,
hich would you
and the laws weren't directrather do after
ly advertised by the institugraduation: Be up
tions giving out the loans.
to your ears in student
But now, Congress wants
loans for the majority of
to make it easier for people
your life or declare bankwho are swamped in debt
ruptcy at a young age?
from student loans - parLikely, your answer is
ticularly private ones - to
neither, but those could be
file for bankruptcy.
your only options if you
The government can easfind yourself in student loan
ily do this now that they're
debt that you can't crawl
taking over banks left and
out of.
right, but we're not sure if
For many students, takit's a great approach.
ing out loans is the only
Here's a quick run-down.
option they have to get an
There are two types of stueducation.
dent loans: federal and priEven those who receive
scholarships or financial aid vate.
Federal loans are issued
need to take out loans
sometimes to help cover the . by the government. Generally, it is easier for borrowers
cost of living, tuition and
of this type of loan to default,
textbooks.
because they are backed by
That's when the loan
the government which is
fairy comes and drops
backed by taxpayers.
$2,500 or so in your bank
In other words, if you
account after you sign a
contract we're pretty sure is can't pay, then everyone
else will.
written by Satan himself.
Next, we have private
But who cares, really?
loans, which are issued by
The banks and/or govbanks and will be most
ernment give loans out like
affected by the possible new
candy, interest rates for
laws.
them are generally low and
These are the loans
you wouldn't even have to
where it is difficult to
think about paying them
back until about six months default, but are also the type
more students have been
after you graduate, when
leaning toward to offset risyou're the CEO of Google
living in a golden penthouse ing tuition costs, because •
private loans dish out the
and going to bed on a pile
big money.
of money every night.
Here's our beef with
But what if you don't
these possible new laws. We
land that dream job after
want to know who pays.
you graduate?
Who pays when students
What if you're still stuck
are lining up in front of
at your dead-end part-time
judges ~ couple years after
job, which you could do
graduation begging for
half-asleep, p_ung-over and
bankruptcy? Taxpayers,
backward but doesn't cut it
that's who. Even the person
when you have loans to
declaring bankruptcy is
repay?
technically paying back
Congress and Senate are
looking into bills that would their loan by paying higher
make repayment options for taxes.
Also, what incentive
private loans less strict.
would banks have to give
In 2005, a law went into
Qut student loans if there
effect that made it nearly
impossible to file bankrupt- was a stronger possibility
they would never see that
cy from student loan debt.
This bankruptcy law was money?
Better yet, what would
unknown to many students

stop them from making
crazy-high interest r~tes as
a result? We're pretty much
against the idea of any
changes that would make it
harder for a student to get
money.
Imagine this: You lend
five friends money and each
on:e has to pay you back
with interest. Now, if only
one of those five friends is
unlikely to pay you back,
you're more likely to keep
. that interest rate low
because hey, it's only one of
the five.
But if there's a strong
possibility three of those
five friends are not going to
pay you back, you're going
· to want to charge a higher
interest rate. Those three
jerks just made it worse for
everyone.
It is unlikely that mounds
of college grads are going to
immediately file bankruptcy
to get off the hook, but ·
these laws would make it
much easier for them to do
so. .
Bankruptcy is bad and can
screw up your financial life.
But if you're a young person
who isn't married and has no
kids and no intentions of
buying a ~ouse any time
soon, then it sure would be
mighty tempting to eliminate
your student loan debt
through bankruptcy.
We want students to be
able to take out as much
money as they need, so
instead of focusing on ways
out of paying loans back,
perhaps the government
needs to fix repayment
option,s.
A longer grace period
between graduation and
pay-back time would help.
Or maybe even smaller payments with more time to
pay. Or how about fixed
payments based on your
current income.
Either way, all we ask is
that our government not
tempt us with a not-so-easy
way out of paying up.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them onlioe·
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Reflect on past,
focus on now

A

•
•

lthough it has been a
week since our threeday weekend, and in
light ofthe anniversary of DDay on Sunday, we feel as
though it is imperative to
mention Memorial Day and
pay a tribute to those who
have sacrificed it all - and
still are.
To some, Memorial Day
weekend was just a minivacation filled with barbecues, swimming and big car
\
sales.
But to many, Memorial
Day signifies a reminder to
those lost in the line of duty.
It is also yet another day of
grieving to the loved ones of
soldiers who died at war.
Last weekend, there were
mothers who had to up and
move off a military base
because their husbands will
not be coming home.
Somewhere, a child was
told that their father or
wother died for veason that

probably sounds illogical or
meaningless. At the same
time, a comrade is watching
a fellow soldier die, praying
that he or she isn't next, or
maybe wishing it had been
him or her instead.
This is why we feel this
Memorial Day is especially
important.
There are members of our
student body who are, or
were, part of the armed ,
forces, and that makes us
more inclined to ask that you
remember those who gave
the ultimate sacrifice.
You may even know one
of these people .
Among all the political
debate and noise, we feel as
though sometimes the fallen
become forgotten.
We are still at war, and
soldiers are still losing their
lives. Yes, there was a mas~
sive oil spill in the Gul( we
still have a natioruv deficit,
the unemployment rate is

still rising and there are NBA
playoffs to watch.
But no matter your opinion or political party, let us
not forget that our soldiers
have been the ones helping
preserve our freeqom so that
we can have these kinds of .
problems to fix in the first
place.
On May 28, NBC reported
that the American death toll
in Afghanistan has now
reached 1,000.
That number is-a far cry
from the number of American deaths that have
occurred since Operation
Iraqi Freedom, and it doesn't
even tip the scale when looking at the 1.5 million Americans who have lost their lives
in uniform throughout our
nation's history, but is still
worth noting nonetheless.
It means that war isn't sitting idly in history books or
our memories. It's going on
now, fresh and alive.

When picking major:
waste not, want not

()

"

ly revolting as they truly
The only experiences
are, like a wonderland of
in my life that could
grossness.
have possibly conLooking back I should i:.;,
tributed to me choosing
have ·realized something
a major that is related to
was wrong when our
the subject matter of a
professor decided to stay
few of my classes was
in the office at the plant, ~
either sitting on a clearsending all of us on the
ing in the grass as a child
grand tour.
with a hose making mud
When we arrived, the
pies or, when I was 4,
LACY PAPADEAS
smell was bad enough,
~
looking down between
Guest Columnist
but as we climbed the
my legs and seeing a
staircase, with each step
frog sitting in the toilet
it became more pungent.
that my cousin had so sweetly
We got to the top, and that's
placed inside for me to find.
Subsequently, that has forced me when the image was forever
burned into my mind.
to look into the toilet every single
It was actually river rapids of
time since then to make sure it's
frog-free.
poop - no Mississippi-like lazy
river here. There were real life
Is that enough to land me in
foamy waves, which appeared to be .;>
classes all about waste?
painted a cartoon-like bright shade
Life is a series of small choices
ofbrown.
- the majority of which are seemI noticed a life saver hanging on
ingly insignificant - that, when
the railing, and immediately visual- •)
combined, become ''your life."
ized the situation that caused
And our choice of a major can
someone to say, "Man, that would
be - but hopefully isn't - a comhave turned out so much better if
bination of silly little things that
we had had a life saver handy."
lead to one major mistake.
We walked on a see-through
Don't get J;Ile wrong, I enjoy the
majority of my engineering classes, steel grate directly over top of the
rapids or over a 20-foot drop to the ' ;.,)
but some are most assuredly not
cement below.
for me.
I made sure to walk where if it
I am currently studying for the
gave away, I would fall the 20 feet
Law School Admissions Test - the
and break both of my legs, which is , 1
law school entrance exam - as I
certainly preferable to falling, like
have quite recently been seriously
Augustus Gloop, into this not so
considering becoming a lawyer.
chocolaty river.
The decision to go into law can
'I ~
The wind was blowing the
be influenced by many things, but
'
crests of the truly man-made
._
my reason is certainly something
waves, and every so often you
:
that has never influenced anyone
would feel a drop hit your skin.
• .,.
ever before.
Granted, attending the field trip
Fighting for justice? Naw.
did count as a full-credit lab grade,
Money? Nope.
but with the ·~pril showers" I was ;
Wearing fashionable clothing as
thinking the trade may not have
, •;>
opposed to construction boots and
been so even.
~
a hard hat? Possibly, but the most
.I made sure to keep my mouth
significant reason is that it seems to
be the most logical way I can avoid
closed and my inhal11tions at the
bare minimum as I fought my way ' ·
river rapids of poop.
to the center of our group in order ,
Last semester, when my professor announced that we were taking to use all of my fellow classmates •
as human shields.
a field trip to a waste-water plant, I
Ooohhh, but I'm not going to let
naively said ''Yay, field trip!"
my engineering degree go to waste.
Oh, how sweet life was back
Not only can I apply it to numerbefore my trip to the waste-water
ous branches oflaw, but I'm going
plant, before I knew such places
to personally install new plumbing
existed.
Well, I knew they existed, but I
at my house to divert the flow to
never really gave them much
the ocean, so that I have nothing to
do with that wretched place.
thought. And I certainly didn't
BP can clean up my mess too.
think of them as being as animated-

.

.
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WHAT YOU ARESAYING

Kilbride takes from the students
he represents. The majority of students whom support themselves
earn less than that Maybe he
UCFs compensation is compa- should take some action and
decreases his greedy fat cat salary..
rable to other major institutions
nationwide. The American Student What do you think?
Government Association tracks
- ANONYMOUS
"student government salaries" at
more than 1,000 institutions nationAs a former student senator, the
wide through our "SG Salary Suramount of work that ANY student
vey.' For the size and complexity of body President did or does curyour SG and number of students it rently is FAR MORE than what
represents, the salary paid your SG they deserve. I personally think
president is appropriate based on
$20,000 is extremely low and that
precedent nationwide.
the Vice President is getting over- BUTCH@ASGAONUNE.COM paid. The VP barely does anything.
I left SGA before I met Kilbride,
but I come in and visit from time to
As far as I know he increased
time and the guy is a workhorse. I
his salary from what Peterson
made from $750 to $800 bi-weekly. have never seen someone go ahead
and pace back and forth through
So much for integrity, its funny
the
office as much. The amount of
you bring up corruption in his
work the SB President does will
cabinet. SGA president is a comnever be understood by the stumunity service leadership position, he should be getting a schol- dent body. They will always simply
just see SGA as a place that gives
arship not $20,000! I support
out
Scantrons. That's the sad part.
myself on scholarships and part
time work and earn half of what
- MARIA

Kilbride defends
$20,000 salary

·~.•
;
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
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In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,

SUBMISSION DEADLINES
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200
225
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Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-T1111e C
Help Wanted: Full-Time C
Business Opportunities · II
ForRentHomes
B
ForRentApartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 ForSale:General
• 375 For Sale: Pets

•

Egg Donors Needoo
$fiXX) Corrpensalior).

...i

•
41]

ftre you reooyb' an n::reci:le
p.meyof ge-,aosrty om
rorrpassmv.lie atthe 1:aTI0
tire generalirg ai:ioona il:mle?
MJSt be betl\eell 21-29. Heallhy,
roo srroka-.ttt.g user, with ru

p:xll. Wes rd., $ 475toom'nale

a i n i ' l a l ~. Heg,t,

weg,tpq:xJl1Dlale om w1rg10
Lrder9'.) rreci:;al & lega
roartg We rave one of the
mostrespedEd ~
r:rogamsil
the fiek:t of 900 ctmli:ln. ·
www.~cx:m
941 -741-<1994
inb@~
.cx:m

STABILITY & GROWTH!
'NE OFFER OOTI-i!
Krrg for rru1pe JX)Sioors n
sales & rustr:mer~.
AVl:ffl}e eanrg J:denlial of
$35,0CO + (base + <XJITTTission).
Cal 407.fi62'3al110 scheci1e
an ilter.,;ew.
www.theTMCteam.cx:m
PJ Pou-es i1 ~ Cfy Walk
has OPENINGS b'

p Oilg~

ard sales
asoociates ct Magamwe

01cn:t>.
Be re5!X)l1Slil b' 1aki1g quaity
cigta i:;h:.Ca; v.lie ~

~rustr:merSEM:e.
Arimal h!rorg reqied (i:li'vmts),
wi train.
Please emai rest.meS 10
a::Heyaa1iu@gnai.cx:m

p1Ml'llnstn.dors
tt you're~ cx:me v.uk with the
BEST. Sta1<s & Mim:msS\Wn
Scrod. FT,f'f, $11-$141T. WHrail.
(407) 699-1992:
www.shcrksanctrirow.cx:m
~

n-e Oest at wataford l..a<es
W<l.lY Cordi 21:x'.Qba, w.tl, gym,

B<\RTENDERS WANTED:
$ID a day j'.Xllential. f\b
Eliperiero9 NEmssay. TraiTg
Pro.idad. />qi 18 + OK
~ ext 1(J1

Cal (407)247-6423

LCFiNE ORLANDO
Cobia! Pone I..J.oo.Jry Ajjs
1 &2 Be.:toons Free W/0, p:xll,

fitness re11er, pa!bs.
2300 Eron Ci: 4CJ1-679-0031
3,Q
RJy Furished
w/v..oodenfloors. 1 rri10 UCF.
$55(),$595,tro. Rrepooe with
lake\1ew. 13cn.Js lrd954-~

312/.2 5 rm 10 UCF lie &
minale fools. A l l ~
ilcWed. Avaioole My 3/d $
1,375.traih+1 rronlh secdep.
Cal Gla::ty., @ 407-568-7600.

Luxuious,..,.

Sma1 ~ w i t h kitchen om

~
. 1400sl,'
$1100mxlth +$00lclejx)sit,
1901Pqaus Ct, 0/iedJ. Pets
0<. 4074464645.

pivale Elfl1raul n my rare.Al
Uliities irx:ltded. Qi)e & Y,ffl9SS

i1temet. :iantno. Sitje miale

~ -Cal Cardyn at 407-468-0053.

Great UCFt:Mrh:me! Move n
t-0-N ~ rronlh, 212 ~i pan

HOME FOR RENTEcooUniversity 4bed 2bath
gll'llge,washtty
quiet neighbolhood.
$1m0.00mo
Call Joe 407-22H'942 or Tun

1-buse for Rent off Roose Rd rair
Univ. Bv, 3BR, 28A, 1GA, al ~le
floors, ferced yard, pets ok,
$995tro, 407-697-0076

UCF AREA HOUSE 11.2 ml. from UCF
ltJge St!l1lling ~Al appl.n:es Incl
Available Juy 7 $1400tnonth
call l'ick @407-810-7622
Towrh:Juse F« Rent 2 Bd,25 Ba l:xJlh
rnaslefs, a l ~ rou:led. 1/2

rri. from lX:F, W/0. Aval f\bw.
$75Gtno. Cal 4-0-7-31Offi83

IIM= wmited. 1 room available in
furnished :v.! home on lake.
Waled Comm, 6 mlns 1D UCF.
$500tno incl. utiL Non-Smoker,
sec sys, pool & tennis.
Avalable mmelialely. Email
krislen@BlgTn!eh:.net or
Call 23!H07-4448
Room for rent i1 2 becV2 balh.
$375 + 1/2 utities. Lease sta1s

ALgJSt 1st Cal Sc @ 407-4623654.

$13

B
B

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

A

800 Miscellaneous

B
B

900 Wanted

b' lcrge, dean 5(3 h:Juse CJl !ale,
i1 q..ite gated CXJl'TlTUlly. Close 1D
Watmxd Lakes, e«;y oo:iess b
400, UCF Rent is 500lro
everyh"g ird (waler, elect, ttj1
spee:I interrel, cljla caje)Cal
CaU-ryn at 407-435-4491 .

9

'Ds..ttme my room i1
a Furished 4 bed/4 ba1h at
Ca-rµis Qossi-gs,-Colle
Sta!i:n. Rom 00,QQ/10 -(Jl/31/11 .
$499hro al ~
- I Will. PAY
FIRST MONTHS RENT. Olrdlid
OYi:;1in @ Jswhle1224@att.net
or cal (772)5290038

© Puzzles by Pappocom

9

6 8

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

5

3
4

2

8

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

3 4

5
1

2
WOlij Ike

suldolku

3

4
4 6

SeekiYJ re5!X)l1Slil F roooma1es

6

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

9 5

7

1

6

2 9

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

300
1-buse b' sale, 2BR, 213A
$16,9'.Xl. Convenentb lX:F cm
Watmxd Lakes. Great

neg oohlod cm pelfectu
stl.J:lens. MJlivm:j seler.
4CJ1-758-7410

Rooms aval. for selior or
gradualestudent in immawale
:v.! home near UCF. $400tno. + 'W
ub'l No pels please. Avail asap.
·
call 407-709-5098.

321-277-2928

$9

500 Announcements
600 T~'
700 Worship

$425too.lg room i1 h:Juse w.tleen
cµet, gal ~ i:xof.
Pool, tvs lrlemet, aije, W/0,
~ 5nils.1D UCF & VCC.
321-243-7170 or Ditlet@a:il.cx:m
..AVAILABLE THIS SUMMER*

NcJn.5m:Jkrg, pets ok. $1:rotro
+ Se'.: Dep. 407-359-0001

$19

$6

B

w/ olfK:8 klft: k:leal l'00'1'mie

rkg! Cal Eoca @ 407-620-2.630
Beau1ifij 3.2 cuslan cipex, 2 rri
b UCF 1150 &lfl ~ ird.

Rate C

$13

400 Servi<es

i)

~b'SUMMER Bl!!! I
rave a bectoom avaia:l9 i1
Ca-rµisCrossrg b' surmer B.
You en.ti rrove i1 anyline i1
.ire cm v.otJ:j rrove out
begmrg of ALgJSt It v.otJ:j
rost $00) b' al of surmer B.
1tis ist h e ~ you wi
fird. ConlEd me for fn/
cµlSli:lns: Kaley (863) 6704670

Rate B

'$9

First issue:
Each addl issue:

5 1
Experience Wndowllnt
Speciliist Wanted for Winier
Springs ll'1d Sarlcrtl-.
Call 407-&o444

Rate A

B
A
A

1 Rarely read
& mail
5 Edible pockets
10 Bottled model
14 Contemporary of
Ella and Sarah
15 Make up (for)
16 Verne skipper
17 Hardwood' trees
18 'Buzz off!"
19 Extremely dry
20 "Just what we
need!"
23 "Love_ Madly":
DoorsM
24 Caustic
substance
25Stately
'Z7 Chaotic si1uation
29 Fraidy-<:at
33 Extra NHL
periods
34 Approximate fig.
36'Uh-uh"
37 Follow the
advice of
38 "Thanks, but
none for me"

LEATHER LIVING ROOv1 SET. In
agna pas1ic, never used. O!g
JXice $ID), &aifice $975. Can
delver. Cal Bl (~
CHERRY BEDROOM SET. &li::I
Wood, never used, l:Tcm rew i1
fa::taytx>xes. 8gsh Dovelal.
Qil;;1al rost $4500. Sel for $895.
Candeiver. (954)3)2-2423

Sell your Books
Emai: i:lrorro1ey@gnai.rom
Write 'TEXIBOQK i1 the &i:ject
Ensue that you serd the ISBN.
we repywitnn 24 rot.15\Wh
offer.

42 Irksome swami
member
43 Place to apply
gloss
44 Elephant's floppy
feature
45 Mil. base
enforcers
46Shrubby
landscape
48 Like Dylan
Thomas, by birth
52 Sweetie pie
54 NAFTA signatory
56 "Sands of _
Jima": 1949 film
57 'Furthemiore ..."
62 Stein fillers
63 Find the answer
to, as an equation
64 High point
65 "The King and I"
setting
66 Engaged in, as a
trade
67Dog of old
mysteries
68 220-by-198-foot
plo~ e.g.
69 Classroom
jottings

By Gall Grabows ki

70 In need of a map

DOWN
1 Slow-moving leaf
eaters
2 Pheasant female
3Turkishcapital
4 One of a yawl's
pair
5 Pale
6 Rash reactions?

7 Verl:la\ly attacked,
· with ~nto"

8 Medical school

subj.
9 Rig on the road
10 Boa or cobra
11 Words before an
attempt
12 Copies
13 Pea's place
21 Partly melted
snow
22 Have a bawl
26 Source of a
hippie's high,
perhaps
28Sensed
30 All thumbs 31 Took a load off
32 Pump or clog
35 Tall story
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Last issue solved
37 Fabled runner-up
38 For all to see ·
39 During 2009
40 Itinerary word
41 Play with,
kitten-style
42Yukon ·
automaker

46 Sly chuckle sound
47 Square-bodied
military vehicle
49 In t~is way

50 Worl<out wear
51 Greet with a beep
53 "Who's there?"
response
55 Watemielon
discards
58 Channel for jocks
59 New pilot's
milestone
60 Touched down
61 Play-of-color gem
62 Quick-wink link

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

CAN GENE PLASMA
R ES OURCES

mid - florida

We are looking for healthy people
who are interested in making $200 or
more per month by donating plasma
up to twice a week. We operate on an
appointment only basis-no waiting.
Call today to get started:

(866) 563-1266
www.cangeneplasma.com
Located off 1-4 by the Altamonte Mall
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Cati in:
407-447-4555

Log o n:

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

I 1825 High Tech Ave.
Suite # 100
Orlando, FL 328 17
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Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert.

How Do IText UCFNEWS to 44636?

(eutral 1loiiba 1utuie
The Student Newspaper at U(F since 1968

•
•
•
•
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Receive F~EE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future. Just t ext a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of
ot her info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!

*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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